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The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees calls the ongoing Syrian Civil War “the biggest humanitarian 
emergency of our era.” Since 2011, over 5.4 million individuals have fled across borders throughout the region and fur-
ther abroad into Europe. Western media have documented Syrian border crossings and stories through riveting journal-
ism, interviews, photography, and maps. While the written and photographic reporting of Syrian stories use captivating 
imagery and testimonials to convey the traumatic experiences of individuals, these experiences are limited in the accom-
panying cartographic coverage. Instead, Western media’s cartographic practices commonly aggregate refugees into flow 
lines, proportional symbols, and reference points, and frequently simplify border experiences into homogeneous, black 
line symbols. Flow lines, homogeneous border symbols, and other mapping conventions silence the experiences of indi-
vidual Syrians and negate emotions, perils, and geopolitical issues linked to border crossings. I ask the following research 
questions: How can the cartographic portrayal of Syrian peoples’ border experiences be improved to more fully represent 
their experiences? Furthermore, how can a feminist perspective inform an alternative mapping of borders and border 
experiences? Through a feminist lens, I have developed an alternative mapping technique that emphasizes borders as a 
theoretical and conceptual advancement in cartographic design and border symbolization. By rendering Syrian border 
stories and experiences visible with cartography, my work nudges critical and feminist cartographies forward and gives 
Syrians a geographic voice unavailable to them through conventional cartographies.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Since March of 2011, Syria has faced civil unrest, lead-
ing to what the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees calls “the biggest humanitarian emergency of 
our era” (UNHCR 2014). UNHCR reports that nearly 
470,000 lives have been lost, roughly 6.3 million Syrians 
have been internally displaced, and over 5.4 million Syrians 
have f led to neighboring countries—Turkey, Jordan, 
Lebanon, and Iraq—and beyond to the European Union 
(UNHCR 2017; UNHCR 2018; Human Rights Watch 
2016). Thirteen and a half million people are in need of 
humanitarian assistance (OCHA 2018). These numbers, 
however, only document registered refugees. The total 
number of Syrians abroad is believed to be much higher.

Leaving Syria in hopes of international support and pro-
tection was, and continues to be, the only viable option for 
many Syrians. Even though the trek to Syria’s borders is 
dangerous and expensive, relocating to a foreign country 
often outweighs the cost (UNHCR 2014). Whether cross-
ing legally or illegally, the stories and experiences of bor-
der crossings vary from person to person (Yuval-Davis and 
Stoetzler 2002), while the geopolitics surrounding borders 
and mass refugee movements are complicated and con-
stantly fluctuating. Borders frequently open and close due 
to international pressure, perceived security threats, and 
lack of infrastructure and resources (Diener and Hagen 
2012; Jones 2012).
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Besides formalized and more traditional international bor-
ders, such as the one between Syria and Turkey, Syrians 
fleeing the country also cross or encounter many non-tra-
ditional borders—borders that are invisible on the land-
scape. The first crossing is often made at the boundaries of 
the home. Leaving one’s home, belongings, and livelihood 
can be difficult, but violence and unrest drive many to 
cross this first border. Other such non-traditional borders 
include, but are not limited to, neighborhoods, rebel- and 
government-controlled areas, hospitals, social circles, and 
the body (Antonsich 2011; Näre 2014; Salamon 2006).

The written and photographic reporting of Syrian border 
stories by Western media uses captivating imagery and 
testimonials to convey the traumatic border experiences 
of individuals. The accompanying cartographic coverage is 
comparatively emotionless. Many of the maps published 
in Western news media utilize homogeneous border sym-
bolization and aggregate refugees into choropleths and 
proportional symbol maps, losing their individual experi-
ences (New York Times 2014; Kelly 2015b). Even maps 
that highlight multiple individuals and their stories often 
rely on identical representation strategies, neglecting the 
uniqueness and subjective experiences of each individu-
al (Sullivan 2013; Kelly 2015b). The use of flow lines—
smooth and uninterrupted arrows connecting two known 
locations—is also problematic. They cross borders effort-
lessly, making the journey appear fluid and unburdened. 
These cartographic techniques erase individual experi-
ences, dangerous perils, and legal issues linked to border 
crossings. While conventional techniques are familiar and 
useful, there remains a need for maps that more accurate-
ly portray refugee experiences, particularly experiences of 
borders and border crossings.

With the exception of geopolitical reference maps pro-
duced by organizations like National Geographic or Rand 
McNally, border lines generally lie beneath thematic data, 
particularly refugee displacement data (Kelly 2015b). 

1. For the full project, see Kelly (2015b).

Borders are often placed at the bottom or near the bottom 
of the visual hierarchy, receding into the background as 
part of the base map or reference material. Often default-
ing to thin, solid black lines, cartographers typically sym-
bolize borders homogeneously (Kent and Vujakovic 2009; 
Kelly 2015b).

In this project, I ask the following questions: How can the 
cartographic portrayal of Syrian peoples’ border experi-
ences be improved to more fully represent their experienc-
es? Furthermore, how can a feminist approach inform an 
alternative mapping of borders and border experiences?

These questions are purposely broad. Feminist mapping 
praxis recognizes the subjectivities and possibilities built 
into design and is less focused on identifying a narrow or 
universal solution. As such, I will offer one possible map-
ping solution to initiate conversation and bring feminist 
ideas and borders literature into cartographic practice and 
border symbolization. More specifically, I will expand the 
use of conventional cartographic language and visual vari-
ables to reflect individual and aggregated experiences of 
borders as a means to bring refugee stories back into the 
map.1

To illustrate feminist practice in the rethinking and de-
signing of alternative border symbols, I will later present 
Amal’s border story, as told in 2015. Amal is Syrian, a hus-
band, a father, and a physician who encountered and expe-
rienced multiscalar borders—neighborhoods controlled by 
the Assad regime, the walls of his home, his body, and 
the Turkish border with Syria—in various ways. As such, 
a thin, black line on a map does not accurately reflect his 
experiences with each border. Afterward, I will present a 
mapping technique that aggregates the border experiences 
of seven interviewees. It is in this context that I negotiate 
the symbolization of borders and rethink “the line” as a 
narrative technique bound in experience.

M A P P I N G  B O R D E R S  A N D  T H E I R  S TO R I ES
By one definition, borders signify “limits and discon-
tinuities in space” (Popescu 2011, 161). We conventional-
ly think of borders not only as limits and discontinuities 
but also as modes of organization and separation (Diener 
and Hagen 2012). These delineations typically appear 

permanent and static in the map. Yet with a passport, 
a train ticket, or maybe a smuggler, borders quickly be-
come permeable and experienced. Borders literature has 
debunked the notion of spaces being strictly “trapped” by 
borders (Agnew 1994; Agnew 2009). Borders and territory 
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are not fixed units (Elden 2013): they evolve and fluctu-
ate, opening and closing based on security or geopolitical 
issues (Diener and Hagen 2012; Jones 2012). Borders are 
often undefined and heavily contested (Moore and Perdue 
2014).

Although lines and sometimes points are convenient sym-
bolization choices, Rumford (2006) and Newman (2006) 
are quick to point out that borders have their own spatial-
ity and dimensions. Borders literature often frames them 
as borderlands or borderscapes—areas, not lines (Anzaldúa 
1987; Rajaram and Grundy-Warr 2007; Diener and 
Hagen 2012). Anzaldúa (1987), for example, acknowledg-
es the hybridity of the Chicana identity within the US and 
Mexico borderland region. Typically, though, cartogra-
phers do not follow suit, conventionally drawing borders as 
lines. Despite this uniform presentation, individuals expe-
rience borders in multiple ways (Yuval-Davis and Stoetzler 
2002). Furthermore, borders literature extends the conver-
sation to non-traditional borders, otherwise known as so-
cio-spatial borders or contact spaces, including the home, 
social barriers, and the body (Antonsich 2011; Näre 2014; 
Salamon 2016).

While borders have a rich history in geopolitical schol-
arship, they also have a rich presence in past and present 
cartography.2 Political and administrative borders are tra-
ditionally used as units of analysis for thematic mapping 
or as units of organization for mental mapping and under-
standing the world. These borders can be quickly down-
loaded from sources like the United States Census Bureau 
and utilized for geospatial analysis and mapping.

The evolution and production of borders in cartography, 
and the roles of maps in international and domestic poli-
tics, have been examined by Black (1997), who pays par-
ticular attention to the mapping of borders and frontier 
zones beginning with Egyptian maps of gold mines and 
Roman cadastral maps.3 Maps and borders became in-
creasingly important in the nineteenth and twentieth cen-
turies with the rise of imperialism, nationalism, and war, 
as power became territorial and “required knowledge [or] 
locational specificity” (Black 1997, 135). As such, many 
contemporary maps remain trapped in a Westphalian 
model of world politics, identity, nationalism, and the us 

2. In this paper I draw predominantly on literature discussing international, social, and embodied borders and borderlands. For discussion of “natural” or environ-
mental borders such as ecotones and their cartographic depiction, please see: Küchler (1988), Rossum and Lavin (2000), and McColm (2012).

3. Black (1997) also recognizes the influences of Chinese and non-Western cartographies in productions of power, politics, and borders in Western cartography. 
See Black (1997, 26–28) for more details.

versus them mentality. Cartography adds to this territorial 
understanding (often inadvertently) by reinforcing borders 
in a visual way.

Historically, geopolitics and maps have gone hand in hand 
because maps are the “perfect symbol of the state” as they 
continually reinforce each other through sovereignty and 
the “boundedness” of the borders that maps depict (Moore 
and Perdue 2014, 893). The use and influence of geopo-
litical maps have been well documented and critiqued by 
contemporary theorists. Furthermore, geopolitical maps 
have been problematized and deconstructed as sources 
of power, hegemony, visibility, and masculinity (Harley 
1989; Wood and Fels 1992; Black 1997; Kwan 2002a).

Given the stigma surrounding their use and implications, 
political geographers have limited their utilization of tra-
ditional geopolitical maps and “geopolitical cartography 
has never been recovered” (Moore and Perdue 2014, 894). 
Moore and Perdue challenge researchers to find alterna-
tive ways of mapping that more accurately reflect contem-
porary geopolitics. From a critical geopolitical standpoint, 
they visualize the contested territory and lived realities of 
individuals in the Kashmir region, challenging the con-
ventional, state-centric ideal often depicted in maps (898).

The use of visual variables to symbolize borders has also 
been examined in relation to visualizing uncertainty by 
MacEachren (1992, 13–14), who proposes color satura-
tion and focus or crispness as optimal visual variables for 
representing uncertain spatial information. Both of these 
can be easily and effectively applied to border symbols. In 
practice, however, international borders in EU topograph-
ic maps and maps published by Western news media out-
lets are most often depicted as solid black lines accompa-
nied by categorical tint bands or color highlighting (Kent 
and Vujakovic 2009; Kelly 2015b).

Cartography’s role in solidifying our understanding of 
borders has also been explored by artists, who can contest 
conventional border representations and reveal hegemonic 
discourses, border complexities and experiences, and em-
bodied borders. Guidice and Giubilaro (2015) examine 
the imagination and production of borders through art, 
contending that conventional borders are limited in their 
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symbolization and dimensionality because they are com-
monly simplified into lines on a map. This simplification 
is a “clear power strategy developed by the nation-state to 
define and manage its space” (Guidice and Giubilaro 2015, 
81). Continuous lines are convenient symbols for borders 
because of their perceived permanence and uncontested 
fixity; they appear static, essential, and unexperienced.

Dashed lines are also used to symbolize borders, albeit 
with a different message. Gaps and dashes disrupt con-
tinuous lines and present a sense of fluidity, contestation, 
and impermanence. Guidice and Giubilaro (2015) pres-
ent artists who transform understandings of borders and 
representation through imagination, dis-bordering, and 
worn realities. However, they focus solely on the transfor-
mation and the symbolization of borders in media such as 
artwork, literary landscapes, iconography, and film, thus 
neglecting cartography.

André Reyes Novaes (2015) explores the intersec-
tion of map art and critical geopolitics at Colombia and 
Venezuela’s shared border. Both Novaes (2015) and Black 
(1997) point out that maps have shaped representations 
and conceptualizations of the state and have instilled 
imagined divisions between countries. The static visu-
al representation of borders in maps contradicts critical, 
geopolitical understandings of dynamic and experienced 
borders.

Novaes (2015) studies this visual representation challenge 
in Projecto Mapa. Artists from the region were presented 
with a map that merged Colombia and Venezuela into one 
imagined country—and were asked to create new maps 
showing the open, transnational relationship between the 
two countries. Projecto Mapa failed in its goal of creating a 
borderless map. In the absence of provided borders, artists 
routinely replicated conventional border delineations—
although with new symbolization techniques (stitched 
lines and doves representing peace). The redrawing of the 

border between Colombia and Venezuela reflects strong 
national identities and imaginations. Novaes concludes 
that, “borders remain important [and mapped] in our bor-
derless world” (Novaes 2015, 138).

The cartographic representation of border experiences can 
also be informed by literature on maps and storytelling. 
While maps ground stories in space and help “decipher” 
landscapes, they have also been explored not only as sup-
plements to the story, but as primary, powerful, and “com-
pelling forms of storytelling” (Caquard 2011, 136; Reutzel 
1985; Wood 1987). The “story map,” defined by Robert 
Macfarlane (2007, 145) as “deep maps . . . that acknowl-
edge the way memory and landscape layer and interweave” 
emerged from these conversations of power, storytelling, 
and narrative (Caquard 2011). Narrative mapping com-
bines story and discourse that “transcends mere descrip-
tion [story] . . . by shaping it with meaning” (Pearce 2008, 
21; Chatman 1978). Contemporary mapmakers have 
re-explored cartographic language and narrative to map 
stories that reflect and emphasize experience, albeit in dif-
ferent ways (Lynch 1960; Pearce 2008; Kwan 2008; Nold 
2009; Pearce and Hermann 2010; Knowles, Cole, and 
Giordano 2014).

With the development of Web 2.0 and interactive map-
ping, story maps have also been utilized online by news 
media sources, data journalists, and novice mapmak-
ers (Crampton 2009; Esri 2012). The New York Times 
(Ashkenas et al. 2014), The Washington Post (Sullivan 2013; 
Karklis et al. 2018), and National Geographic (Salopek 
2015) are three notable online sources that are on the 
cutting edge of story mapping and data visualization. 
These media outlets, among many others, approach visu-
al storytelling in innovative ways as technology continues 
to evolve. Borders, border stories, and their depiction in 
maps, media, and visual stories are highly relevant today. 
As such, understanding and rethinking border symboliza-
tion in print and online mapping is paramount.

C R I T I C A L  A N D  FE M I N I S T  P E R S P E C T I V ES  O N  M A P P I N G
The rise of critical and feminist perspectives in 
the social sciences in the last three decades has directly 
challenged conventional cartographic methods (Harley 
1989; Crampton 2011). Feminist perspectives are di-
verse. Yet, there is common agreement that complete 

objectivity or truth cannot be fully achieved, and all 
knowledge is situated in personal subjectivities and social 
contexts (Haraway 1988; Harding 1986; Kwan 2002a; 
D’Ignazio and Klein 2016). Although several scholars 
and mapmakers have methodologically explored feminist 
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standpoints in cartography, the representation of differ-
ence and subjective experiences has often been limited 
(Kwan 2002b; McLafferty 2002; D’Ignazio and Klein 
2016). Using feminist theory as a framework, I draw on 
four particularly relevant themes: the body, intersectionality, 
reflexivity, and transformation.

Research and theory on the body is complex and as a re-
sult, there is no widely accepted definition of the body 
(Longhurst 1997; Valentine 1999). In feminist research, 
however, the body can be recognized as a geographic lo-
cation, the “closest in” and most intimate geography (Rich 
2003, 212). Transfeminist poet, Joy Ladin (2014), rec-
ognizes the body and identity as “expressions of a single 
self,” limited by language, and in the case of mapping, 
representation. Furthermore, the body can be viewed 
as “tactile space” that is bound and bordered, separating 
the internal from engagements with the external world 
(Valentine 1999, 331; Salamon 2006). This is especially 
relevant to mapping, as cartographers typically depict the 
body as a point or line, rather than an area (Kelly 2015b). 
Additionally, individual bodies are frequently left unspec-
ified, undifferentiated, and “colourless” in many carto-
graphic depictions, leaving them appearing homogeneous 
(Rose 1993, 31). These techniques silence the experiences 
of and interactions with the body. Similar to D’Ignazio 
and Klein (2016), feminist perspectives in mapping rec-
ognize differentiated bodies and affective experiences as 
instrumental to visualization.

Like feminist understandings of situated knowledge, bod-
ies are also situated because they are unique and complex. 
Cartographers and data visualization experts often rely on 
categorical data, aggregating bodies and individuals into 
groups or binaries based on gender, ethnicity, nationali-
ty, or religion, to simplify a map’s message (D’Ignazio 
and Klein 2016). In reality, an individual may identify 
with multiple, entangled categories. A feminist approach 
recognizes that the body and the individual are nuanced 
and deeply complex, with many, often intersecting identi-
ties (Crenshaw 1991; Mohanty 2003). Intersectionality re-
fers to power differentials that are multidimensional and 
shaped by intersecting notions of “race, class, gender, sex-
uality, ethnicity, nation, ability, and age” (Crenshaw 1991; 
Collins 2015, 2). By recognizing intersectionality, cartog-
raphers can avoid binaries, overgeneralizations, and the 
categorization of individuals by focusing on the complex-
ities, pluralisms, and subjectivities of individual identities, 
experiences, and knowledges (D’Ignazio and Klein 2016).

Cartographically, categories are frequently used to re-
duce complexity and communicate a message or story in 
a map more readily. When asked to create bodily catego-
ries, Mohanty suggests looking for “common difference” 
between individuals, a strategy that simultaneously recog-
nizes alliance and division across groups, allowing aggre-
gation or grouping through reflexive practice (Mohanty 
2003, 503). Mohanty, for example, uses this framework to 
recognize the differential impacts of race, class, and gender 
on women in “Third World” contexts, yet simultaneously 
recognizes their commonality, as systems of power main-
tain dominance across contexts (2003). Further, common 
difference acknowledges that “the differences and borders 
of each of our identities connect us to each other” and re-
quires “informed, self-ref lexive” solidarity and practice 
(Mohanty 2003, 530).

How have cartographers incorporated intersectionality 
into practice? Pearce and Hermann (2010)’s They Would 
Not Take Me There features multiple voices overlaid on a 
map of Samuel de Champlain’s travels in North America, 
including those of Champlain and the indigenous peoples 
he encountered. Several sequential insets recount narra-
tives and lived realities simultaneously. Although difficult 
to digest in one take given its complexity, they place sever-
al intersectional experiences in the map.

Another possible cartographic example of intersectionality 
and common difference is the work of Kevin Lynch (1960) 
in Image of the City. Lynch, an urban planner, used cog-
nitive mapping to understand how individuals experience 
the city. In his approach, Lynch worked across scales—
the individual and the aggregate—beginning with maps 
sketched by participants of their urban experiences. He 
then quantified and aggregated his participants’ experi-
ences into a single map. Lynch used ordinal symbolization 
to reflect the degree to which city elements were experi-
enced by the aggregate. Lynch was able to create common 
difference in his aggregated maps because he understood 
each subjective experience of the city first.

Feminist literature also addresses the responsibility of 
scholars and cartographers to recognize any potential in-
fluence, bias, or subjectivities in a given project (England 
1994; Mohanty 1988; Mohanty 2003). Also known as re-
flexivity, this is an inward-facing reflection on one’s own 
positionality and recognizes that all knowledge stems 
from somewhere (Kwan 2002a; Haraway 1988). As such, 
a reflexive approach to mapping contextually situates or 
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grounds the project and emphasizes the integrity of the 
knowledge producer or mapmaker.

Researchers and scholars often incorporate a reflexivity 
or positionality statement at the beginning of their work. 
Cartographers, however, are less likely to document their 
subjectivities and bias in the map. Pearce (2008) is explic-
itly reflexive in writing about her map, Framing the Days, 
but is also indirectly reflexive in the map itself, by separat-
ing her own voice from the voice of her map’s subject—a 
fur trader traveling through the Great Lakes. Pearce 
marks this distinction by using two contrasting typefaces: 
a sans serif typeface for the fur trader’s voice and a serif 
typeface for her own voice. This technique quickly and ef-
fectively informs the reader who is speaking and recogniz-
es Pearce’s position as cartographer outside the story.

Inclusion and transformation are additional theoretical 
concepts within feminist theory. Inclusive feminism em-
phasizes the incorporation of marginalized groups into 
roles predominantly held by white, heterosexual men. 
In contrast, a transformative approach dismantles social 

constructions such as gender (D’Ignazio and Klein 2016). 
Similarly, a transformative approach to cartography first 
deconstructs the map and then restructures how it is con-
ceptualized. Cartographic transformation rethinks, rede-
fines, and re-visualizes the map, its marks and symbols 
(Cresswell 2013).

Borders, border stories, and cartographic symbolization 
provide a unique framework to map Syrian refugee bor-
der crossing experiences. While each subarea has a rich 
and evolving cartographic history, their intersection has 
not been previously explored. Additionally, a feminist per-
spective adds an additional layer of individualized experi-
ence and complexity to the map page. By focusing on the 
intersectionality of refugees and their stories as well as the 
reflexivity of the cartographer, individual experiences can 
be prioritized and separated from the voice of the map-
maker. With this lens, I navigate the experiences of tra-
ditional and non-traditional borders, including the body, 
and cartographically rethink and transform border sym-
bolization as a new narrative mapping technique.

M E T H O D S  F O R  P E R S O N A L  M A P S

AMAL’S STORY

In the spring of 2015, I conducted a series of 
semi-structured interviews with Syrians and humanitari-
an workers in the region (Kelly 2015b). Our conversations 
centered on the Syrian crisis, personal stories, and border 
insight or experiences. Here, I present Amal’s story, a per-
sonal account of life in Syria during the conflict. His story 
includes encounters with various types of borders inside 
and outside of Syria. Additional stories are available on-
line (Kelly 2015a) and in print (Kelly 2015b).

Amal is a physician, a husband, a father, and a Syrian. He 
taught at a medical school before the revolution began. 
Amal played an important role as a physician during the 
first years of the civil war, often working for one or both 
sides of the multifaceted conflict. He fled Syria in 2013 
and now resides in Turkey without his wife and daughter. 
Amal’s story centers on various borders, as well as safety, 
family, mobility and his experiences as a physician during 
the crisis.

Amal was not politically active in the conflict at the be-
ginning of the revolution because of previous brutal 

experiences with the Assad regime. A significant event 
called him to the field:

After the famous “Central Square” massacre in 
my own city Homs, I found myself obligated 
to help the civilians and work secretly in local 
field hospitals. People did not trust going to the 
governmental hospitals, fearing of arrest, tor-
ture, and even execution. I continued to work 
secretly, while the situation continued to get 
worse. The peaceful revolution slowly started to 
turn into what looks like a civil war . . ..

The revolution erupted throughout his city with continued 
shooting and bombings. Fear was evident in his household 
too. He said:

My wife . . . had to quit her laboratory specialty 
training, and my daughter, who was only two 
and half years old, could not stop crying every 
time she heard a shooting or a bomb near our 
home. For those reasons and others, I had to 
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make my wife and daughter f lee the country 
toward UAE [United Arab Emirates] in May 
2013.

Amal’s wife and daughter crossed Syria’s border alone as 
Amal stayed behind to continue providing medical aid.

Eventually, the Syrian government regime took over his 
city, which he called the “most active war zone.” A total 
siege limited Amal’s mobility and he was “unable to move 
in and out easily.” Areas controlled by the regime were in-
formally bordered, preventing his movement. Although 
informal and non-traditional compared to administrative 
boundaries, regime-controlled areas presented very rigid 
and real boundary lines with consequences.

With restricted mobility, Amal continued to work as a 
physician in the field, feeling obligated to aid both sides of 
the revolution. His dual responsibility, however, was diffi-
cult in practice:

While medically helping both sides of the war 
felt the right thing to do, this very issue placed 
additional pressure on me. Not only I had to 
avoid disclosing my [role] in helping the rebels 
from the government, but also I had to face in-
creasing scrutiny from the rebels because of my 
help to the other side, namely the Shahiba [gov-
ernment thugs].

Working in this borderland, aiding both sides, was also 
extremely dangerous, and eventually forced Amal to flee. 
He said:

I received multiple threat letters, not only con-
cerning myself, but also concerning my parents 
and my siblings. In fact, I was physically hurt 
in one incident. Eventually, the pressure pile so 
high on me, I had no other way to survive ex-
ception running away, and so I did. I secretly 
managed to travel to Turkey.

In Turkey, Amal began working with an internation-
al NGO and continued his work as a physician help-
ing Syrians abroad. Although Amal left Syria, a part of 
him remains transnational. He ended his story with this 
sentiment:

Although I have physically moved out of the 
country . . . my heart and soul remain attached 

there, where I have the rest of my family suffer-
ing the daily bombardment and shooting from 
the Syrian government.

AMAL’S MAPS

After completing, transcribing, and analyzing my seven 
interviews, including Amal’s, I began the process of map-
ping. Before making a single mark on the page, I became 
completely immersed in the stories by not only reading the 
interview transcripts, but also listening to the recordings.

Borders and border crossings began to emerge. I coded 
themes and identified border experiences that were spe-
cific to each individual and those that overlapped between 
stories. Before turning to mapping software, I identified 
the progression of events as told by each participant (nar-
rative ordering) to organize their stories and encounters 
with borders (Figure 1).

Next, I turned to mapping software (Esri’s ArcMap). I 
began with one story and mapped the sequence of events 
using international boundaries and place names for geo-
graphic context and chose flow lines to depict movement, 
following traditional cartographic conventions (Figure 
1). I quickly became dissatisfied with my symbolization 
choices, as the symbols I was choosing did not match the 
stories I was hearing in the recordings. My conventional 
techniques removed key events and silenced the emotions 
and experiences within the story. Many borders and ex-
periences like those of Amal’s district and his body, for 
example, were rendered invisible because there wasn’t a 
shapefile available or geographic information attached.

After listening to the first story multiple times, I iterative-
ly re-symbolized the marks on the map, with each attempt 
trying to create a more truthful depiction or symbol of his 
story.

Through each iteration, I learned more about each border 
experience and what was needed in the symbol and the 
layout. Continuing to the other interviews, I gradually 
refined my symbolization techniques in each map until I 
found a useful design and layout (Figure 2). The map el-
ements in the layout are discussed in detail below, begin-
ning with the central map (Figure 2, map element 1).

Borders are often encountered in different ways by differ-
ent people. In conventional cartography, these disparate 
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experiences would typically be collapsed into one line. I 
avoided aggregation by instead placing each border expe-
rience onto its own map page, making all borders and bor-
der experiences equally visible. Instead of focusing sole-
ly on traditional country boundaries (a very state-centric 
convention), any type of border experience is shown on 
the central map for its individual page. These individual 
pages show border experiences as told by each interviewee, 
and reveal non-traditional borders such as the home, the 
neighborhood, or the body, which may otherwise go un-
seen. The centrality of the featured border and the white 
space surrounding it focuses the reader’s attention and 
brings each border experience to the forefront. Few fea-
tures are symbolized other than the border, to highlight 

and communicate the intimacy and primacy of the experi-
ence—a technique adapted from Pearce (2008).

The borders displayed in the central map on each map page 
are symbolized in specific ways. Borders with definite geo-
graphic information attached, such as the Syrian border, 
the city limits of Damascus, or boundaries of a Zaatari 
refugee camp, are projected and displayed as spatially 
“accurate.” Other, more abstract spaces with undefined 
locations such as an unnamed hospital, or the body, are 
displayed as hollow squares. Like geographically defined 
polygons such as the Syrian border, each square space is 
bounded with an abstract border. In other words, if a bor-
der did not have a corresponding shapefile (a digital file of 

Figure 1. Progression of events and border experiences from Amal’s story. Borders are highlighted in bold in the left panel. The map on the 
right uses conventional mapping techniques, based on Sullivan (2013), to map out Amal’s story.
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coordinates for a specified feature), I defined the space and 
border abstractly. The abstract square shape was necessary 
because of its flexibility; it could be easily applied to vari-
ety of non-traditional borders. This technique enabled me 
to bring both non-traditional space and non-traditional 
borders, such as the body, into the maps.

Each border in the central map is symbolized according 
to the intensity of individual experiences and the border’s 
porosity, using a bivariate scheme that relies on the visual 
variables of size and arrangement (Figure 3). I used the size 
(i.e., thickness) of the lines to demonstrate the intensity of 
an experience. For example, a line increases in size if the 
emotional toll of the experience increases. A line becomes 

thinner if the experience is understated or minimal. Using 
the interview recordings, the transcripts, and my notes as 
a guide, I gauged each interviewee’s expression of a border 
and documented specific words, phrases, or the tone that 
defined each experience. I placed each word, phrase, or 
tone along the x-axis of the bivariate line scheme to reflect 
the intensity of the experience it described.

I then used the visual variable of arrangement (the com-
bination of gaps, dashes, and solid lines) to symbolize the 
porosity of each border. Empty spaces between dashes 
suggest permeability and movement; the larger the space 
between each dash, the more porous the border. In con-
trast, solid lines suggest a barrier with limited mobility. 

Figure 2. Map layout schematic. Each map element is numbered and described in the text.
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I recorded the words, phrases, or tone from each inter-
view that described each border’s porosity and placed each 
description along the y-axis of the bivariate line scheme 
(Figure 3). For example, the words “fluid” and “porous” 
were used in one story to describe the Syrian-Turkish bor-
der. I symbolized this border as a dashed line to reflect its 
fluidity. In contrast, the words “controlled,” “barrier,” or 
“strict” suggest limited movement and boundedness. Solid, 
impermeable line symbolization was used to illustrate such 
descriptions. The bivariate line symbolization scheme al-
lowed me to simultaneously display both intensity of expe-
rience and porosity. Figure 4 displays the same symboliza-
tion scheme as applied to the Syrian border. From there, I 
assigned a symbol to each border experienced or described 
by the storyteller using this grammar.

Borders are typically labeled to provide spatial context 
for the reader. In the central maps (Figure 2, map ele-
ment 1), each border is unconventionally labeled to cor-
respond with the individual’s subjective experience of the 
border. Similar to van Swaaij and Klare (2000), Huffman 
(2010), Pearce and Hermann (2010), and McClean (2017), 
the label—a simple word or phrase from the interview or 
story—connects the reader to the experience and in this 
case, the individual. The label dismantles the aggregation 
of experiences in conventional symbolization by removing 
uniform labels and replacing them with labels that render 
the individual visible, using their voice to acknowledge the 
border experience. This experiential labeling technique re-
inforces the meanings of the new line symbols previously 
discussed. Simply stated and in sum, the border is defined 
by the experience.

Each page has its own locator map in the right panel 
(Figure 2, map element 2), which serves two purposes: to 
orient the reader by identifying the border’s approximate 
geographic location (if known), and to allow comparison. 
The locator maps highlight elements within each story 
by bringing place names or movement to the forefront in 
black. Supplementary information is then recessed using 
subdued grays. The locator maps are drawn with con-
ventional cartographic techniques such as uniform lines 
for country boundaries, points for refugee camps, and 
flow lines to demonstrate movement and directionality. 
Although minimized and secondary in importance to the 
central map, the locator maps together with the central 
map provide a contrast between conventional representa-
tion of borders and what can be done to symbolize borders 
to more accurately represent experiences.

In the right panel, the name of the interviewee labels a 
point symbol (Figure 2, map element 3) at the start of 
the line in the lower right corner. This labeling strategy 
individualizes the point symbol. A thin vertical line ex-
tends from the point symbol to help organize the legend 
and narrative below. To the left of the dividing hairline, 

Figure 3. Bivariate line symbolization scheme applied to each 
border.

Figure 4. Bivariate line symbolization scheme applied to the 
Syrian border.
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I identified each border by name (Figure 2, map element 
4). To the right, I illustrated the border symbolization 
(Figure 2, map element 5). Together, the label and sym-
bol make up the legend. Traditional borders are labeled in 
roman type and non-traditional and abstract borders are 
italicized. The border is symbolized to the right of the di-
viding hairline to connect the symbol to the border type. 
As the reader turns the page, the legend also gradually de-
scends, moving the reader through each story sequentially 
as told by the interviewee.

The hairline also separates two narrative voices: the in-
terviewee’s voice (Figure 2, map element 6) and my own 
voice (Figure 2, map element 7). The interviewee’s voice 
is identified to the right of this line in a black, sans serif 
typeface (Myriad Pro). An excerpt from the interviewee’s 
story is placed here to guide the reader through the story. 
The excerpts on each page build the individual’s story and 
create a narrative arc. At times the excerpts provide cohe-
sion and at other times, they fragment the story. Either 
way, the story is told through the lens of the individual. 
My voice provides an outsider narrative that is positioned 
to the left of the hairline and written in a gray, serif type-
face (Garamond). My voice does not carry the story and 
instead provides ancillary information to support or direct 
the map reader. The goal of my commentary is to focus 
the reader but not speak for the individual, minimizing 
my voice.

The sequence of maps and the layout of the page are im-
portant to the overall sequence of each border story. Many 
of my interviewees’ stories were not linear in their tell-
ing. Because of this, I had to reinforce continuity and a 
sense of journey in other ways (see Box 1 for a summary). 
Each border experience, for example, is presented on its 
own page. By advancing through a digital PDF or flipping 
the page in a printed copy, the journey—as told by the in-
terviewee—advances and moves forward. This narrative 
ordering focuses on the individual and carries the reader 
through the story as told by the teller.

The fluidity of the story is reinforced in the layout of the 
page. The reader begins in the center of the page and tran-
sitions to the right panel. The right panel is read as the 
reader moves down the page. The legend follows this same 
downward motion with each page turn. This linear time-
line is constructed and driven by the interviewee. Last, the 
interviewee’s narrative, along with my voice, helps piece 

together the story and sequence of events. The interview-
ee’s voice carries the reader through their narrative and 
journey, whereas, my voice “fills in the blanks” when nec-
essary to help maintain some continuity and context.

PERSONAL MAP WALKTHROUGH

Here, I provide a brief walkthrough using some of Amal’s 
maps (Figures 5–8). Though it does not cover Amal’s 
story in its entirety, the walkthrough illustrates how this 
mapping technique works in practice. The rest of Amal’s 
story, and additional mapped stories, can be found in the 
appended atlas, titled Borders: An Atlas of Syrian Border 
Stories.

The central map on the opening page of Amal’s map se-
ries is blank and quiet, drawing your eye to the right panel 
(Figure 5). The locator map depicts Syria and highlights 
Aleppo, the city where Amal was previously living and 
working as a physician. Below is Amal’s name. His name 
relates the forthcoming map series to Amal and his per-
sonal story. I brief ly introduce Amal on the left side of 
the dividing hairline and Amal introduces himself on the 
right, describing his life at the beginning of the Syrian 
conflict.

Table 1. Cartographic techniques used to create a sense of 
linearity, journey, and narrative.

1

Each border experience is presented on its own page. 
As the reader advances through a digital PDF or flips 
the page in a printed copy, the individual carries the 
reader through their story as they told it. This narrative 
ordering as opposed to chronological ordering 
focuses on the individual and how they told their own 
story.

2
The layout (Figure 2) guides the reader from the central 
map to the right panel, where the reader moves down 
the panel, building context and narrative.

3
The legend (border name and symbol) in the lower 
right panel shifts downward as the reader advances 
through the story.

4

Quotes from the individual are included in lower right 
panel to build narrative and context. The individual’s 
narrative carries the reader through the page. The 
mapmaker’s voice, distinguished using a serif typeface, 
provides context and continuity when necessary.
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The next map page presents 
the first border—an abstract 
square space outlined in the 
center of the page—discussed 
by Amal (Figure 6). The bor-
der is placed in the middle of 
the map page to draw your 
attention. Familiarity with 
the map key or bivariate line 
symbolization scheme in-
forms you that this abstract 
border is heavily experienced 
(symbolized with the thick-
ness of the line) and rigid 
(symbolized with a solid line 
as opposed to a dashed line). 
The whitespace surrounding 
the border focuses your eye 
and illuminates the border as 
well as its label, “people did 
not trust hospitals.” To fully 
understand this border, tran-
sition to the right panel for 
context and narration. The 
locator map shows the loca-
tion of the border displayed 
in the central map.

This border is located in 
Homs and is related to a 
hospital. You are reminded 
of Amal and his experiences 
by his name, which labels a 
point at the terminus of the 
dividing hairline. Next, you 
can identify the border as a 
hospital, written to the left 
across from the border sym-
bol on the right. “Hospital” 
is italicized, reminding you 
that this border is a non-tra-
ditional border. Amal’s voice 
appears last, describing this 
border and his experiences. 
Here, he describes his call as 
a physician to help Syrians 
affected by the ongoing vi-
olence and notes the fear of 
seeking medical attention in 

Figure 5. Opening page of Amal’s map series.

Figure 6. Second page of Amal’s map series.
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a government-run hospital. 
With the information provid-
ed in the right panel, the cen-
tral map can be more easily 
interpreted and understood in 
the context of Amal’s story.

As you move to the third map 
page, notice how the bor-
der changes shape, but the 
symbolization stays the same 
(Figure 7). The border label 
and content in the right panel 
also change. Beginning with 
the central map, we see a 
thick, solid borderline labeled 
this time with “no longer able 
to help over there.” While 
the border symbolization is 
still the same, the experience 
written in the label is quite 
different. The locator map 
gives this border an identifi-
able location, the Old City in 
Homs, Syria. From the text 
below in the right panel, note 
that the border represents the 
Old City or the “most ac-
tive war zone then” (Figure 
7, right panel). This region 
of Homs is a non-traditional 
border (italicized in the right 
panel) with a def ined loca-
tion. Amal then describes the 
total siege and government 
control surrounding the Old 
City. Amal’s mobility is lim-
ited as he is excluded from 
the space. The border is per-
ceived as strict and imperme-
able (solid) but is dangerous 
when experienced (thick). 
Again, Amal’s voice carries 
you through the map page.

The fourth page in the map 
sequence presents a new 
polygon shape (Figure 8). 

Figure 7. Third page in Amal’s map series.

Figure 8. Fourth page of Amal's map series.
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Although irregular, this shape or border may be more fa-
miliar to you as it resembles an international boundary. 
This border is dissimilar to the previous two in other ways 
as well. The border is still thick and therefore intensely 
experienced; however, the line is also dashed. The dashed 
line elicits permeability and movement, unlike the previ-
ous two maps. Again, the border’s label is unique to the 
border experience. This time it states, “my wife and daugh-
ter f lee,” which calls to mind movement. Returning to 
the right panel, you can further understand the border’s 
geographical context given the locator map. The border is 
identified in roman type (not italicized) to denote the bor-
der as a traditional border representing Syria. Amal’s voice 
continues to describe this border and his wife and daugh-
ter’s passage through it.

Amal’s story and experiences of borders continue through 
the remaining maps in the sequence. After “learning” how 
to read the maps with the available map keys, the repeti-
tion of the map layout design paces you through Amal’s 
mapped story. Begin by examining the central map: its 
border symbolization and its label. What kind of feeling 
do you get when looking at the thickness, arrangement, 
and label of the line? Next, refer to the right panel, with 
the locator map for reference, and identify the border type. 
Is it traditional or non-traditional? Last, refer to my added 
narrative and Amal’s voice at the bottom of the panel. 
While my voice provides contextual information, what is 
Amal telling you? His voice connects you to his story, his 
experiences, and the map. With these strategies, you can 
easily navigate Amal’s story map along with other collect-
ed stories (Kelly 2015a; Kelly 2015b; Appendix).

M E T H O D S  F O R  AG G R E GAT E D  M A P S

AGGREGATED MAPS

I began thinking about aggregation from the mo-
ment I began translating my seven interviews into map 
symbols. This cartographic translation, from the individu-
al’s story to the cartographer’s symbol, aggregates the nar-
rative by reducing the first-person account of the story to 
graphical marks. In cartographic practice, aggregation is 
a generalization technique that collapses multiple features 
from one dimension (e.g., points) into one feature from a 
higher dimension (e.g., polygons). I similarly use aggrega-
tion as a metaphor to demarcate the collapse of narrative 
detail within a single story or the collapse of multiple sto-
ries into a homoegenous, graphic form (Figure 9). Below, 
I detail my design process and present an aggregated map. 
In this section, I refer to two maps for each border: a small 
multiples map and an aggregated map (Figures 11 and 12, 
respectively).

After creating maps, as described in the previous section, 
for the stories of each of the interviewees, I began to ex-
plore aggregation as a means to collate these same stories 
into one graphic. First, I brainstormed several aggregat-
ing techniques, including merging multiple stories into 
one storyline, aggregating experiences with generalized 
symbols, collapsing features into different geometries 
(areas and lines to points), and quantifying experiences 
numerically. Next, I focused my attention on the individ-
ual story maps to explore common threads and points of 

differentiation. I began seeing overlap between the borders 
mentioned in each mapped story and started compiling all 
the individual maps sharing the same or similar borders. 
For example, 17 maps depicted the Syrian border and six 
maps illustrated the abstract space of the body. The same 
border could be described or experienced by the inter-
viewees more than once in different ways. From this pro-
cess, I developed nine border categories—Syria, Syrian-
Lebanese, Syrian-Turkish, Syrian-Jordanian, United 
States, controlled areas, prison, Zaatari refugee camp, and 
the body—based on the geographic locations found in 
border stories, with the criteria that there had to be more 
than one map per category.

Figure 9. Aggregation is a generalization operator that collapses 
multiple features from one dimension into one feature with a 
different dimensionality. In a similar way, aggregation can also 
take place when a story and its personal details are translated 
into (often) homogeneous graphic symbols.
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I then made a small multiples layout for each category. I 
copied all 17 Syrian border maps, reduced their scale, and 
arranged them onto a single page (Figure 11), maintaining 
the border symbolization chosen in the individual maps. I 
used generalization in two ways. Because of the reduction 
in scale, I simplified the linework of each border. Next, I 
simplified the experiential label. The original Syrian bor-
der maps were labeled with a quote from the interview-
ee describing their experience of the border. I generalized 
this label and the experience by shortening the label to 
one or two words. Some shortened labels work quite well, 
while others are more ambiguous.

The small multiples layout aggregates individual experi-
ences, yet maintains the voices of the individuals, albeit 
to a lesser extent than the individual maps. I included the 
name of the interviewee with their corresponding map 
to connect the reader to the individual. This technique 
allows the reader to compare varying line symbolization 
and experiences between each person and map. While 
the linework depicting two different experiences is some-
times symbolized in the same way, the experience label on 
each map is different and provides a glimpse into individual 
experiences.

The small multiples are a powerful way for the reader to 
simultaneously visualize and understand the similarities 
and differences between experiences of the same border. 
When displayed together, the maps provide a broader per-
spective. In the bottom corner, a text description briefly 
introduces the border depicted on the page to guide the 
reader through the maps as well as teach the reader about 
the technique (Figure 11).

To create the aggregated map (Figure 12), I examined the 
border symbolization used in each small multiples map 
showing a particular border location, beginning with the 
Syrian border. I used median values of the 17 Syrian bor-
der symbols to determine which bivariate line symbol to 
choose (Figure 3). The median line weight and gap size 
for the Syrian border was a 2 pt line with a 4 pt gap be-
tween each dash. I next turned to labeling the line. This 
step was a challenge because the borders in the individual 
maps are labeled with a direct quote from the interviewee’s 
border experience. Aggregating individual voices into one 
was an impossible goal for a couple of reasons. First, I did 
not want to prioritize one border experience over another. 
Second, I could not summarize the border experiences in 

words without aggregating even further. I opted instead 
to label the line with the border’s name (for example, 
Lebanon) using a serif typeface (Garamond) in gray. These 
type specifications, similar to those used in the individual 
maps, designate the text as my voice, that of the cartogra-
pher. This technique is problematic because I completely 
removed the experiential labels. However, by switching 
the typeface, I demarcate my position as the aggregator. 
Although this labeling technique is a compromise, it forc-
es the cartographer to be accountable. It also expands bor-
der identification and labeling to non-traditional borders. 
Many non-traditional borders are not recognized as bor-
ders at all, and without a label, they are silenced. A simple 
label brings these borders to the forefront and makes them 
visible on the page.

For the aggregated maps, I used a layout similar to the 
one used for the individual maps (Figure 2) with a few 
minor variations. I used a locator map to ground the read-
er and provide geographic context. The locator map uses 
conventional techniques that allow the reader to compare 
the aggregated map and symbolization with conventional 
techniques.

Below the locator is a square point symbol. In the aggre-
gated map, this symbol is labeled “Interviewees” to ac-
knowledge their collective experiences and perspectives. 
The point symbol is attached to a dividing line below. As 
in the individual maps, I identified each border by name 
(left side) and by symbol (right side) across the dividing 
line, connecting it to the central map. Traditional borders 
such as the Syrian border are denoted using roman type, 
and non-traditional borders such as the body are differ-
entiated with italics. In contrast to the individual maps, I 
also provided the aggregated line symbolization specifica-
tions to directly identify the median values assigned to the 
border symbols.

Throughout the maps in the atlas, the dividing line sepa-
rates voice, with my voice to the left (an outsider perspec-
tive written in a grey serif typeface) and the voice of the 
interviewees to the right (a first-hand account of border 
crossings written in a black sans serif typeface). Because 
the stories are aggregated, I did not use the interviewees’ 
voices to guide the reader because I did not want to pri-
oritize one experience over another. Instead, I relied on 
my voice to summarize their stories and provide an idea of 
how the border can be experienced in various ways.
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This pairing of small multiples to show common differ-
ence, and an aggregated map to show a generalized bor-
der story, was then repeated for each border category. The 
small multiples layout is strategically displayed first to ex-
pose the reader an overview of all of the experiences of one 
border type. The small multiples and the written narrative 
help the reader interpret the second map (the aggregated 
map), its symbolization, and the varying experiences em-
bedded in each border. Together, they demonstrate differ-
entiation as well as similarity and parallels between border 
experiences.

AGGREGATED MAP WALKTHROUGH

Here, I provide a brief walkthrough of the aggregated map 
series (Figures 10–12). This walkthrough does not cover 

the aggregated map series in its entirety but should be used 
to help guide you through the remaining pages. Similar to 
the individual maps, the opening page of the aggregated 
map series is sparse, with the exception of the right panel 
(Figure 10). Look to the right panel for geographical con-
text provided in the locator map and the introductory text 
below.

The following pages in the map sequence alternate be-
tween two map types: the small multiples and aggregated 
maps. Each border discussed in the interviews is presented 
using both map types, beginning with the Syrian border 
(Figure 11). The small multiples allow you to compare 
and contrast individual border experiences. This is an in-
tersectional approach to mapping borders, which recog-
nizes the similarities and discontinuities between border 

Figure 10. Opening page of aggregated map series.
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experiences and revised map symbolization. Each border 
is uniquely symbolized and labeled. Adiba’s perspective in 
the top-right corner is symbolized as a thin, dashed line 
and is labeled “women.” This map is very different than 
Eva’s border, symbolized in the bottom-left corner with a 
thick and impenetrable line related directly to the lack of 
resources to leave the country.

Next, examine the aggregated map of Syria (Figure 12). 
Notice the layout is similar to that of the individual maps. 
Focus initially on the central map: its border symbolization 

and its label. Refer to the right panel for locational infor-
mation, the summarized symbolization specifications, and 
contextual information provided by my voice at the bot-
tom of the dividing hairline. The aggregated map collapses 
the individual experiences of particular borders into one 
map, a useful, and at times necessary, technique.

With this strategy, you can easily navigate the remain-
ing pages of the aggregated map sequence available in 
the Appendix. The repetition of the map layout paces you 
through collective border experiences.

Figure 11. Small multiples on the second page in the aggregated map series. The small multiples provide a visual comparison and 
illustrate the complexities, similarities, and intersectional differences between individual experiences. The small multiples are paired with 
the aggregated map (Figure 12) to simultaneously recognize individuals and multiplicity of experiences in aggregation.
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D I S C U S S I O N
I developed an alternative mapping technique to 
open new possibilities for border symbolization, guided by 
feminist theory and individual experiences. My goal was 
to enhance the cartographic presentation of the stories of 
Syrian refugee border crossings described by Amal and my 
six additional interviewees, to more fully reflect their bor-
der experiences. To do this, I relied on my primary source 
interviews and relevant literature in the fields of feminist 
theory and border studies to guide my iterative mapping 
process. Here, I discuss the successes and limitations of 
the maps in light of this background material, beginning 
with borders.

BORDERS DISCUSSION

Borders are central to the discussion of Syrian experienc-
es and the ongoing conf lict. From leaving one’s neigh-
borhood, to being trapped in one’s home, to leaving the 
country, Amal and my other interviewees identified and 
highlighted different types of borders they encountered. 
These borders included formal borders such as the Turkish 
border and informal borders such as regime-controlled 
neighborhoods, rigid and consequential. Less obvious bor-
ders, such Amal’s body when he was physically injured, 
were also made visible through mapping. Borders are the 

Figure 12. Aggregated map on the third page of aggregated map series. When paired with the small multiples (Figure 11), the 
aggregated map is meant to show an overview that typifies the border symbolization in the small multiples. Similar to Mohanty’s (2003, 
503) “common difference,” this contrasting pairing simultaneously recognizes the individual and the multiplicity of experiences in 
aggregation.
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central focus of this feminist mapping project and the 
main focus within each map layout.

Borders and cartography have a rich, interwoven history 
(Black 1997). Cartographers’ emphasis and reliance on 
symbolizing traditional borders reinforces the territori-
al trap that all state boundaries are fixed, homogeneous, 
and equal containers of the state (Agnew 1994 and 2003). 
Borders are neither solid, equal, static, nor rigid, nor are 
they experienced in the same ways. My alternative map-
ping technique aims to dispose of this state-centrism by 
removing homogeneous symbolization. I developed the 
bivariate line symbolization scheme seen in Figures 3 and 
4 to reflect these dissimilarities and discontinuities.

Mohammed is another person I interviewed and asked 
about Syria’s borders with neighboring countries. He is an 

activist and relocated refugee living in the United States. 
Given his personal experience and professional expertise 
working in humanitarian relief, he described the Syrian-
Turkish border as relatively open and “hard to control” 
and the Syrian-Iraqi border as “half open” and “fairly con-
trolling” (Figure 13 and Appendix). In contrast, he de-
scribed Syria’s border with Lebanon as “a mine field” and 
stated that “no one or nothing goes in and out” (Figure 13 
and Appendix).

Another interviewee, Adiba, noted that different groups 
experience Syria’s borders in different ways (see Figure 13 
for examples). For example, women with children gener-
ally have an easier time crossing all of Syria’s borders. In 
contrast, men, particularly young men, have a more diffi-
cult time crossing because they are considered high-risk or 
are called to serve the military. In summary, Syria’s borders 

Figure 13. Differing line symbolization based on Mohammed’s and Adiba's description of each border.
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vary drastically at both the geopolitical and personal lev-
els. Mohammed and Adiba’s stories, and the bivariate 
symbolization scheme, illustrate each border accordingly 
(Figure 13). Doing so “untraps” international borders and 
the map cartographically.

Similar to the work of Guidice and Guibilaro (2015) and 
Yuval-Davis and Stoetzler (2002), my interviews uncov-
ered hidden narratives and complexities of individual bor-
der experiences. I expanded this work by translating these 
experiences into symbols and marks on the map, challeng-
ing cartographic conventions. With a few exceptions, I 
chose lines to depict borders in the central maps because of 
their familiarity and usefulness to the reader (Guidice and 
Giubilaro 2015, 81). My interviewees frequently referred 
to their experienced borders as lines or barriers. Early map 
drafts experimented with dimensionality, symbolization, 

and abstraction, but I kept returning to the line. I then 
explored, reimagined, and reshaped conventional line 
symbolization, embedding new meanings to reveal the 
possibilities of mapping the intensity of experience and 
porosity of the border simultaneously. The bivariate line 
symbolization scheme adopted in this atlas highlights nu-
anced and varied experiences. Although cartographically 
subjective (like every design decision), my symbolization 
choices were guided directly by individuals’ border stories. 
Excerpts from my interviews were placed along the x-axis 
and y-axis of Figures 3 and 4 to classify each border sym-
bol. The symbol choice and added experiential border la-
bels provide a vivid encounter with Amal’s story and bor-
der experiences.

Borders are “no longer simply lines on the map” (Rumford 
2006, 161–162); they are borderland regions or critical 
zones of hybridity, confluence, exchange, and connectivity 
(Anzaldúa 1987; Rumford 2006). To reflect this graphi-
cally, I expanded the dimension of the lines to areas when 
described by the interviewee. For example, Fateh and 
Baraq described Syria’s border with Jordan as an area with 
over 1,000 refugees waiting in limbo for clear passage. 
Instead of lines, I re-envisioned these borderlands using 
polygons to denote areas. Like the lines, I used arrange-
ment to show porosity around the bounds of the border 
area. I then added changes in value in the intervening 
space to show intensity of experience (see areas in Figures 
3 and 14). The darker the area, the more intense the bor-
derland experience; lighter areas correspond to less intense 
experiences.

In addition to traditional borders, I also mapped non-tra-
ditional borders or contact spaces (Antonsich 2011; Näre 
2014). Many of these non-traditional borders were iden-
tified in my interviews. Amal, for example, recognized 
the critical societal barriers between hospitals run by the 
Assad regime and the general public’s fear of using the fa-
cility. Other non-traditional divisions include but are not 
limited to the body, the home, and controlled areas such as 
cities or neighborhoods.

One of the most important differences between tradition-
al and non-traditional borders is their geographic “exact-
ness.” Traditional borders, such as Syria’s international 
boundary, or the Damascus city limits, have specific geo-
graphic coordinates available for download and display. 
In contrast, non-traditional borders do not always have a 
precise location and a corresponding digital file. Borders 

Figure 14. Borderland or area symbolization based on Fateh and 
Baraq's description of Syrian-Jordanian border.

Figure 15. Non-traditional borders without specified geographic 
coordinates are often left unmapped (in this example, Amal’s 
body). The border is made visible with an abstract square space 
and, like traditional borders such as Syria’s border with Turkey, it is 
symbolized using the bivariate symbolization scheme in Figure 3.
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or other features that lack geographic information are gen-
erally not mapped, rendering them invisible in the map 
(Kelly 2015b). For borders with unspecified coordinates, 
I used squares to show undefined, abstract space (Figure 
15). This technique revealed non-traditional borders that 
would otherwise go unseen. By treating non-tradition-
al borders the same way as I would a traditional border, 
I identified, symbolized, and equalized the importance of 
all borders and border experiences.

FEMINIST THEORY DISCUSSION

Feminist theory played a significant role throughout the 
design process. I sought to ingrain the theoretical concepts 

of the body, reflexivity, intersectionality, and transforma-
tion into the maps (see Table 2 for a summary). Although 
I could not fully translate each concept into the maps, 
these areas of literature are critical to re-envisioning the 
map, its symbols, and its overall purpose.

While mapping, I focused on the simplest and most direct 
definition of the body: the body as “the geography closest 
in” (Rich 2003, 212). This definition allowed me to exam-
ine the stories told by my seven interviewees, looking for 
these intimate geographies, including experiences (Amal’s 
physical injury), perspectives (Amal’s recognition of public 
distrust of hospitals), and feelings (Amal’s internal strug-
gle treating both sides of the conflict).

Theoretical 
Concepts

Cartographic Design Decisions

Body

• Incorporate the intimate geographies of bodily experiences, geographies often unmapped
• Symbolize bodily borders (and other non-traditional borders) as bounded space using abstract square shapes
• Symbolize bodily borders in terms of intensity of experience and porosity using a bivariate symbolization 

scheme
• Place individuals and their experiences in the center of the page using border symbolization
• Label borders based on individuals’ experiences to embody the “line”
• Reveal and emphasize individual bodies by labeling a point feature in the right panel
• Rely on the individual’s voice in the border label and right panel to carry the narrative

Intersectionality

• Create individual maps for each person and all border experiences, traditional and non-traditional
• Illustrate the intersectional identities and differing experiences of each individual using the bivariate line 

symbolization, experiential labeling, and narrative text
• Recognize the similarities and differences (common difference) between individuals by utilizing a consistent 

layout and symbolization scheme
• Show common difference and experiences of similar geographies through small multiples and an aggregate 

map pairing (Figures 12–13)

Transformation

• Expand border symbolization by embedding additional levels of meaning (intensity of experience and 
porosity) into the line

• Extend border symbolization across lines and polygons
• Include non-traditional borders generally silenced by conventional mapping techniques
• Include individual bodily borders as abstract square spaces
• Place border labels and added narrative pieces
• Open the conversation with the reader and personally connect with the reader by providing a map 

walkthrough to guide the reader through the maps and their interpretation

Reflexivity

• Include positionality statement in text (see reflexivity statement in the Appendix) and map form
• Demonstrate the reflexivity of the map itself through iterative mapping, transparent process, and 

documentation
• Separate the cartographer’s voice from the individual’s voice using serif and sans serif type styles, respectively
• Encourage other cartographers to be reflexive in their own work

Table 2. Summary of feminist theoretical concepts and their cartographic implementation in the map.
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Although attempts have been made in the last ten years 
to map personal and emotional geographies (Griffin and 
McQuoid 2012), personal geographies and the individ-
ual body are often not mapped in Western media (Kelly 
2015b). As cartographers, we have a tendency to aggregate 
bodies (Sprunk 2010; Kelly 2015b). Contemporary media 
frequently aggregate bodies into points, lines, or areas, ne-
glecting the subjective, personal experiences of those in-
volved (Sprunk 2010, 289). Individual experiences are lost, 
while a generalized reference or thematic map remains.

Valentine (1999, 331) calls the body a “tactile” bounded 
space that is “always sensing and actively engaging with 
itself (the inside) and the world (the outside).” Because of 
the complexity of the body and differences between bod-
ies, I choose the square as an abstract space (not a point or 
line) to show this intimate boundary (Figure 15). I then 
symbolized these body squares or non-traditional bor-
ders using the bivariate line symbolization scheme found 
in Figure 3. Literature related to the body and subjective 
experience helped inform the development of this symbol-
ization scheme.

Why the square? An abstract shape was imperative be-
cause an iconic symbol would present the body in a very 
prescribed way. The two icons on the right of Figure 16 
depict the body in a conventional, heteronormative way. 
These icons also presume able-bodied figures and neglect 
individual identities and subjectivities. The square was a 
deliberate choice because it shows the body as a bound-
ed area or space. In part, the square was also an aesthetic 
choice. A circle or triangle could just as easily have been 
assigned as the body, but the square looks and feels like 
the built environment or a built border wall.

The artist Zarina also uses a square in her piece “House 
with Four Walls” (Samantrai 2004). She notes that the 
square or char diwari (four walls) is a “complicated idea be-
cause it is used in so many contexts” (Samantrai 2004, 180). 
Four walls can depict the home but can also be embodied. 

In addition, the four lines making up the square must 
be understood by the reader based on the “walls of his/
her own experience” (Samantrai 2004, 184). The square 
is malleable and can be stretched to fit non-specific loca-
tions in addition to the body. This is why all non-tradition-
al borders, including the body, are symbolized as abstract 
squares. The size of the square remains constant to further 
equalize each border experience. Scaled squares would ne-
cessitate a hierarchal or ordinal structure that would prior-
itize some experiences over others.

I graphically expressed the body in other ways too. As 
mentioned, each border was labeled based on an excerpt 
from the individual’s story. Each border embodies the indi-
vidual and his or her border experience by placing an inter-
view excerpt directly on the line. Although excerpts were 
subjectively chosen by the cartographer, this technique 
makes the body visible within each border in the center 
of each map page. I also used a point symbol at the begin-
ning of the dividing hairline to represent the individual 
telling the story (Figure 2, map element 3). I focused at-
tention on the body by labeling the point symbol with the 
individual’s name. The point symbol and its corresponding 
name are visible on each map page. In doing so, the reader 
is constantly reminded of the individual telling the story. 
This technique connects the central map and the text to 
the storyteller. The central map and voice belong to the 
experience and perspectives of the individual, the body.

Individual identities are complex, messy, overlapping, and 
do not always fit into tidy categories such as Syrian, man, 
or physician (D’Ignazio and Klein 2016). In each inter-
view, I focused on intersectionality or the “complexities, 
singularities, and interconnections” between individu-
als (Mohanty 2003, 523; Crenshaw 1991; Collins 2015). 
Intersectionality is illustrated cartographically in several 
ways. First, by making individual maps similar to Amal’s 
for multiple interviewees, I was able to introduce each in-
terviewee along with relevant personal details and sym-
bolize borders specific to the individual. Each border is 
symbolized using the bivariate line symbolization scheme 
seen in Figures 3 and 4. As such, the individual’s voice and 
experience are embedded within the line. Second, the ex-
periential labels and narrative text in the lower-right panel 
expand the reader’s understanding of the individual’s bor-
der experience. The individual’s identity and intersection-
ality are critical to understanding each border experience. 
As readers sequence through the maps, they continue to 
learn about the complexities of each individual and their Figure 16. Various body icons.
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stories through border symbols, border labels, and narra-
tive text.

Generalization and aggregation are not completely avoid-
ed. For example, I used a standardized layout and a pre-
scribed symbolization scheme for each individual map. 
These techniques are useful for producing clean and con-
sistent design, but they limit the expression of unique 
identities and intersectionality. I relied on “common dif-
ference” to balance the complexities of individuals with 
commonality between individuals (Mohanty 2003, 503). 
The theoretical framework of common difference was 
useful as I created nuanced, intersectional, yet consistent 
symbolization. In sum, it’s important to acknowledge the 
effects of generalization and aggregation and work to-
wards alternatives that recognize common difference.

The power of this approach is strikingly apparent when 
the same border experienced or described by several inter-
viewees is presented in the small multiples layout. Figure 
11—small multiples of the Syrian border—shows the 
same line re-interpreted through several individual expe-
riences of a particular border. In it, six of the 17 maps of 
Syria symbolize the border as a thick solid line (an im-
permeable, yet heavily experienced border). On the other 
hand, each border experience and label is subjective and 
is therefore, individual. The solid, thick border described 
above can be contrasted with the thin, dashed symbol in 
the upper-right frame. The individuals in each map come 
from various walks of life. Some remain in Syria’s neigh-
boring countries; others are working as activists further 
abroad in the United States. They are, however, connected 
by having experienced the same border. In addition, some 
individuals experienced the Syrian border in similar ways. 
Side by side representations or small multiples demon-
strate simultaneously the intersectional differences as well 
as connectedness between shared or similar experiences 
and geographies.

The maps developed in this study are produced by a trans-
formative mapping approach that deconstructs and rede-
fines the map and border symbolization by focusing on 
experiences (Cresswell 2013; D’Ignazio and Klein 2016). 
My approach expands border representation beyond in-
ternational boundaries by incorporating non-traditional 
borders and borders lacking precise locations. In addition, 
my maps re-envision borders with voice and subjective 
experience.

This approach deconstructs and rethinks the power and si-
lencing effects embedded within conventional border rep-
resentation (Cresswell 2013; D’Ignazio and Klein 2016).

Scale, certainty, and anonymity of my interviewees were 
significant challenges to address when designing my trans-
formative approach. My primary goal was to prioritize and 
enhance the intimacy of individual borders and experienc-
es. In some cases, like in the map of the entire Syrian bor-
der (Figure 8), the precise location where Amal’s family 
crossed the border was unknown—the location was either 
a detail left out in conversation with my interviewee or was 
left intentionally undisclosed for anonymity and safety 
purposes. To accommodate this uncertainty and capture 
Amal’s experience and separation from his family, I sym-
bolized the entire Syrian border. This, however, produced 
an unavoidable scale tension between intimate individual 
experiences and the geography of the border. When loca-
tional and contextual details were available, I was able to 
incorporate them cartographically to more precisely por-
tray the border and border experiences.

Finally, transformation of the mapped space relies on read-
ers’ interpretation of the line symbolization, experiential 
labels, and narratives. This technique calls the reader to 
each border experience and provides the necessary legends 
(Figure 2–4), tools (map walkthroughs), and questions to 
aid interpretation. However, the story really takes shape by 
inviting the map reader into a conversation (Pearce 2008).

Reflexivity in relationship to feminist research asks the 
researcher to recognize their positionality, subjectivities, 
and biases (England 1994). The same approach applies to 
cartographers and mapping. From the beginning, I need-
ed to remain aware of my own positionality as an outsider 
to the Syrian refugee crisis. This allowed me to recognize 
the limits of my perspective as well as the limitations of 
my mapping effort (Appendix, Positionality section). Even 
with the best intentions, my cartographic decisions will 
never truly capture Amal’s or the other interviewees’ bor-
der experiences and perspectives. Documenting position-
ality and acknowledging shortcomings—available in the 
Appendix—is crucial to mapping experiences and stories 
other than your own, especially those that include trau-
matic, personal, and ongoing situations.

Ref lexivity can be practiced cartographically through 
an iterative and self-aware mapping process. Through 
each mapping iteration, I needed to remain aware of my 
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position as well as the impacts of my maps and symbol 
choices. What’s working? What power dynamics are at 
play? What’s not working and why? As a cartographer 
trained in Western mapping traditions, I began mapping 
with conventional techniques and then worked forward 
by continuously questioning and editing the map. I doc-
umented my process and symbolization explorations along 
the way to track the technique’s trajectory. I sought feed-
back from peers and colleagues throughout and finally, I 
formally documented my process.

Transparency, iteration, and documentation of process 
were instrumental in maintaining my own reflectivity as 
well as the reflexivity of the maps (i.e., where they came 
from and how they came into being). I struggled, for ex-
ample, with narrative text because I wanted to limit my 
narrative input and concentrate solely on mapping the 
story at hand. In the end, my voice was necessary at times 
to supplement the narrative because the map reader wasn’t 
present during my interviews with Amal and others in-
volved with the Syrian conf lict. I needed to fill in the 
blanks and guide the reader. In addition, I was forced to 
recognize that my interpretations were changing and gen-
eralizing each story. By acknowledging my changing posi-
tionality throughout the process, I was able to see for my-
self the necessity and value of incorporating both voices.

While discernible and expected in feminist academic 
writing, cartographic reflexivity is often less visible in the 
map itself. How do cartographers demonstrate reflexivity 
with graphic marks on the map page? Similar to Pearce 
(2008), I integrated but separated my voice (the cartogra-
pher) from my interviewees’ voices both in space on the 
map page and in style—serif for my voice on the left and 
sans serif for the interviewee’s on the right of the dividing 
hairline (Figure 2, map elements 6 and 7). Cartographic 
ref lexivity, however, is an area of research begging fur-
ther questioning and conscientious undertaking by all 
cartographers.

CARTOGRAPHIC DESIGN DISCUSSION

This study developed from my dissatisfaction with con-
ventional mapping techniques, particularly the techniques 
used by Western news media outlets, which push borders 
into the background and remove the body and personal 
experiences (Kelly 2015b). It must be noted, however, that 
my dissatisfaction derives from applying a specific theo-
retical lens, a lens focused on border literature, feminist 

theory, and critical mapping practices. As such, I recog-
nize that the intentions of other cartographers portraying 
border experiences and the functions of their maps are 
likely different than my own.

Aside from providing a description and walkthrough of 
Amal’s story and my alternative mapping technique, this 
study did not take the experience of the map reader into 
account. While beyond the scope of this paper, this limita-
tion is valid and points to future research directions. How 
do map readers perceive and understand unconventional 
mapping techniques? How do unconventional mapping 
techniques become conventional, familiar, and understood 

Figure 17. The visual variables size (a) and arrangement (b) are 
just two design possibilities. Alternatives include blurred lines 
to show uncertainty (c), triangle shapes to depict directionality 
(d), double lines to illustrate two border encounters (e), and 
associative lines that use a heart monitor as a metaphor to show 
physiological response to border lines (f). Additional design 
strategies include the use of hue to demonstrate access (stop/
go) or emotion (positive/negative) (g), and a range of associative 
and iconic depictions like a door (h), a series of “x” characters (i), 
wavy lines (j), barbed wire (k), and fencing (l).
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by the map reader? User studies would be an appropriate 
next step to understand the usability of this technique.

Furthermore, my feminist mapping technique is just one 
alternative; many static and interactive design opportuni-
ties are possible. I focused on two visual variables—size 
and arrangement—in my border symbolization. These are 
just two of several visual variables or cartographic build-
ings blocks used to encode map symbols with perceivable 
meaning (Slocum et al. 2009; Figure 17). Size and ar-
rangement are, at times, limiting; both, for example, lack a 
clear depiction of directionality (is the individual enclosed 
or excluded, and in what direction are they moving?). 
Figure 18 suggests alternative designs using labeling and 
symbolization techniques that suggest varying accessibil-
ity and the position (inside/outside) of the individual. In 
the aggregated maps in this atlas, borders like the Syrian-
Lebanese border are presented as one section of the overall 
Syrian border, in order to recognize variations. I complet-
ed a sketch mapping study (Kelly 2016) which proactive-
ly reassembled these border symbols into a map mosaic to 
geographically locate experiential differences and alterna-
tive symbolization along Syria’s borders (Figure 19). This 
mosaic further explores the breadth of visual variables for 
border symbolization (Kelly 2016). Additional analysis of 
the visual variables, as well as the dimensionality (points, 
lines, and polygons) and directionality of border symbols 
and labels, is needed to truly rethink all the possibilities of 
border representation. Last, I relied on four cartographic 

techniques for em-
phasiz ing the nar-
rative chronology in 
this atlas (described in 
Table 1), but there are 
a variety of techniques 
that could have been 
incorporated, like an 
accumulation of bor-
ders or an extension of 
the timeline (Figures 
20 and 21).

Finally, my interviews 
with Amal and other 
Syrians and human-
itarian workers were 
integral in the devel-
opment of my alter-
native mapping tech-
nique. Due to time 
constraints and the scope of this project, they were unable 
to participate further. Going forward, I plan to increase 
the involvement of interviewees in the mapping process 
through participant mapping and by iterations of formal 
feedback. Additional interviewees across varying case 
studies would also strengthen the utility and applicability 
of this cartographic technique across all border scenarios.

CO N C L U S I O N
The Syrian refugee crisis is one of the most criti-
cal and underfunded humanitarian crises in recent histo-
ry. As of November 2019, the conflict continues into its 
eighth year due to the sheer complexity of the conflict. As 
nearly 5.4 million have fled across borders within the re-
gion and further abroad into the European Union, host 
countries and cities struggle to cope with the inf lux of 
Syrians (UNHCR 2018). Another 6.3 million Syrians are 
internally displaced amidst major cities under siege and in 
complete ruin (UNHCR 2017). As the crisis continues to 
unfold, and as Syria eventually rebuilds, the needs in the 
region will only increase.

I have developed an alternative mapping technique to 
open new possibilities for border symbolization, rooted in 
individual experiences and feminist theory. My goal was 

to enhance the stories of Syrian refugee border crossings as 
described by Amal and six other interviewees (Appendix), 
and to more fully reflect and visualize their experiences 
and intersectionality cartographically. To do this, I relied 
on my primary source interviews and relevant literature in 
the fields of border studies and feminist theory to guide 
my iterative mapping process.

This project contributes to and expands the field of car-
tography by integrating border studies and feminist theory 
into mapping. Using this interdisciplinary lens, I focused 
on the symbolization of borders and rethought “the line” 
as a new narrative mapping technique that emphasizes ex-
perience. My final mapping technique complements and 
broadens contemporary journalistic mapping and supple-
ments story and narrative mapping literature and practices.

Figure 18. Other potential border 
symbolization and labeling 
designs. 
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Figure 19. Collectively Mapping Syria’s Border (Kelly 2016).
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As mentioned, my technique is just one alternative ap-
proach. While imperfect, it does nudge feminist cartog-
raphies and border symbolization forward by questioning 
and transforming our conventional mapping practices. 
Similar to Danny Dorling’s take on using cartograms to 
map census data, the “main disadvantage is that they [this 
technique] are unfamiliar, but we do not learn from famil-
iarity” (1993, 171). By focusing on new, unfamiliar border 
symbolization, I expand and transform our cartographic 
vocabulary to reflect the subjective experiences of those 
crossing each border. It is my hope that this expanded vo-
cabulary gives Syrians a geographic voice as yet unavail-
able to them through conventional cartographic tech-
niques and homogeneous border symbolization.
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